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A NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
In October 2020, NEMBA hired their second Executive
Director in 33 years. Turns out that’s me.
I was born and raised in Southern Vermont, and still consider that ‘home’. I spent my last 7 years out in Hawaii working
for a bicycling non-profit, as well as running my own bike
shop. My wife and I recently moved back east to Fairfield, CT,
although we’ve been riding out COVID in Vermont. Enjoying
some snowy trails on our fat bikes!
The past few months I have been learning and gathering as
much information about NEMBA as possible. I’ve attended over
20 chapter meetings and had conversations with leadership at
nearly all of the 29 chapters. Additionally, I’ve had weekly calls
with our Board of Directors Executive Committee. I’m truly
amazed at the accomplishments of NEMBA over the past three
decades and the energy to keep that momentum going.
When I think of NEMBA, I think of a bicycle wheel. I see
the role of Regional NEMBA as the hub of a wheel. A place that
ties the spokes (chapters) together and makes the overall wheel
stronger. The members create the rim and tire that connects all
the spokes and keeps the organization rolling. We are all part of
the same wheel; playing different yet equally important roles.
In my calls with chapter leadership, I’ve heard repeat calls
for better communication between chapters and sharing of best
practices. I’ve heard the need for additional funds to build and
maintain important trail networks. There is a need for better
marketing as well as member engagement. Also a clearer outline
of “Why be a NEMBA member?”. These conversations help create the foundation for action.
As I look towards the future I see a huge amount of
potential for NEMBA. Some of my goals are to provide greater
support to chapters, increase benefits of being a member, communicate our achievements more frequently, and thus create
broader awareness of NEMBA.
My grand view for NEMBA is a diverse and inclusive community of trail stewards that represent the future of mountain
biking. We will continue to build, maintain, and advocate for
amazing trail networks with trails for all skill levels and desires.
Continue to host epic riding festivals and events. Be a community that welcomes new energy and ideas.
Thank you for your support.
Happy Trails,
Travis Counsell
NEMBA Executive Director
travis@nemba.org

P.S. Look forward to riding with you in Fairfield County
soon Gunnar.
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… & WHEN NOT RECRUITING, RIDING THE TRAILS WITH YOU!
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YEAST COAST
Obviously, mountain biking and beer
go well together. In July of 2020, I was
introduced to Adam Romanow, owner of
Castle Island Brewery. Like many, Adam
returned to mountain biking during
COVID after a few years off the bike. A
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few SE Mass members were able to give
him a good showing of the areas where
we ride.
Of course as the owner of a brewery in SE Mass, with beers that I particularly enjoy, I just couldn’t let it end

there. In an attempt to build a trusting
relationship, Adam and I met to discuss
how SE Mass and Castle Island could
work together. We discussed trail care,
events, brewery rides, board meetings
and introductions to land managers
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near the brewery. We quickly realized
that most of these ideas were limited by
COVID. A few rides later, I asked Adam
about brewing a SE Mass beer. Not
knowing anything at all about commercial brewing and how they operate, I was
assuming this was a bit of a reach, or at
a minimum, potentially at great cost to
SE Mass.
It turned out a brewing partnership
is called a Collab (short for collaboration)
and is somewhat normal in the industry. Each brewery has its own concerns
but probably needs to start with trust
between both parties. Adam’s concerns
were with the economics and scale
behind a brew collaboration with SE
Mass so it took a number of follow-on
discussions, and rides, to get to a point
where we both felt comfortable with a
Collab. By the end of September, we had
a tentative brew date of January 14, 2021
with a release a couple weeks later.
I started a to-do list. This included
forming a SE Mass brew committee,
deciding on a brew type, naming the
brew, labeling the brew, brewing, canning, promoting and releasing the brew.
Okay...so this was going to be some work.
My first thought was to get my riding
buddies together to form the committee. Ha! That initially sounded great but
it might have gone sideways with too
much fun. So then I thought maybe a
more diverse group of SE Mass members would be a better choice. I reached
deep into the membership and came up
with a 7-person committee (plus me) that
included three women and five men.
Most of the committee was purposely
not on our chapter board and I included new members and even some light
beer drinkers. A few had a preference for
anything other than an IPA, and, like me,
there were a couple DIPA lovers. All were
very excited to be on this committee.
Fortunately, one member, Amy
Spencer, is a graphic artist that helped
extensively on the Afterburner and is
passionate about beer. She immediately
started on the can design.
Adam came up with the idea of a
brew survey to help us decide on the
type of beer to brew. This went out to
all SE Mass members via an email blast
from Bill Boles. Nearly one third of
those sent the survey responded with a
clear winner as a New England Hazy IPA
with a modest abv. We now had a brew
type. The survey was huge as it took
away the committee’s own personal preferences and simply made us agree on its
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interpretation.
Our next big decision was naming
the brew which is much harder than you
might think. We started with just calling
it the SE Mass NEMBA New England IPA
but in the end, that seemed more like
the type of beer than a name. Then one
of our committee members, I believe it
was PJay Simpson, suggested trail names
as beer names. That started a flurry of
suggestions - many of them quite appropriate and fun. Andrew “Mook” Williams
had an app that cataloged all beer names
so we eliminated many that were just
too popular. In the end, we collectively
agreed upon naming the brew “Wramble
On,” which is a trail in Wrentham State
Forest that is famous to local riders
but mostly unknown if you don’t ride
Wrentham. Not many people ride
Wrentham as it’s a mix of dirtbike trials
and technical yet flowy mountain biking
trails interspersed throughout the forest.
We hoped, as an added benefit, by naming the brew in a largely unknown riding
area, we might even attract some new
riders to Wrentham.
For the label, it turns out (which
should not have been surprising) Adam
had all the specs, government warnings
and UPC codes in a template Amy could
use. Amy threw together three original ideas for labels and the committee
all agreed on one in particular. In the
selected design, she had actually painted
her mountain bike tire, rolled it over a
white sheet of paper, and then scanned
in the tread image. It was super creative.
From that one label, Amy then created five different versions that we discussed at the brewery in early December
with Adam. That narrowed the can label
design down to one clear concept.
Over multiple emails, we considered multiple small changes and additions to the design and started to work
on color. Virtually, this process just kept
going on and on so we decided to have
an in-person ride and meeting to put
the label to bed. Dave Richardson hosted
the ride in Wrentham State Forest which
included the trail Wramble On. Then,
standing around the firepit in his driveway, we concluded our discussions on
the label design.
With the brew type, name, and
label completed, we now needed to work
on Brew Day and promoting the brew.
NEMBA sent out a special notice to SE
Mass members to keep an eye on release
information. We did the promotion on
our SE Mass Facebook page and on the
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NEMBA.org web site. In no time, word
was out that a new SE Mass brew was in
the works.
Surprisingly, Castle Island doesn’t
just brew one of their beers and slap our
label on it. The SE Mass IPA is a unique
recipe based on the survey results. On
brew day, the committee did most of
the heavy lifting in the brewing process
creating our IPA (under the guidance of
brew master Will Molano). We started
around 7:30AM and ended early afternoon just in time for a quick ride at
Adam’s Farm.
Brewing was a new experience for
the committee. We helped stir the mash,
added hops to the kettle and infused the
yeast. Three days later, dry hops were
added to Wramble On during fermentation to pump up the flavor and aroma,
and 10 days later the beer was chilled,
rbonated, and prepped for packaging.
The day prior to release was canning and labeling. This automated process was completed in-house at Castle
Island. The empty cans were loaded
onto a lift, run down a shoot for a quick
cold rinse, and then filled with beer
that is cooled to 31 degrees. The system
fills four cans at a time, and is capable
of running up to 90 cases an hour. The
cans run through an automatic labeler, and are then hand-packed into 4pk
holders and cardboard trays, before
getting sent into cold storage. The entire
process for 35 cases takes less than 90
minutes.
Although the committee was not
needed this day, a few members showed
up and grabbed the first 4-packs off the
line.
A few weeks before release, we
threw together a Wramble On postcard
and sticker to go with the beer sales.
The postcard, to go with every purchase,
extolled the virtues of SE Mass NEMBA
explaining who we are and how we
advocate for mountain biking. There are
links to join NEMBA, ways to donate,
and a history of some of the SE Mass
achievements. And the sticker - well it's
just a sticker - but it’s still very cool.
To promote the brew to members,
we created a link to a Castle Island web
page for pre-orders. This web page was
password protected for members only.
The link and password were sent out by
NEMBA to all current NEMBA members
to allow them the opportunity to buy
the beer before its available to the general public.
Unfortunately, this may be the
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only production run of Wramble On.
Originally there were thoughts that there
could start a series of brews named after
trails in SE Mass. However, even though
we had very positive feedback from the
survey and social media (and hopefully
sales), I’m not sure how I feel about SE
Mass promoting beer on a regular basis.
This was fun. It was cool. It didn’t cost
the chapter any money to produce. We
supported a local business that supports
SE Mass and was hit hard by the pandemic. Through sales and the postcard
we reached out to non-members. And
hopefully, everyone that tries it finds it
tasty. However, our true focus, especially
after the pandemic, is to get on our bikes,
maintain and build trails, advocate for
the sport of mountain biking, and have
tons of fun doing it. Okay, maybe a good
post-ride brew does go along pretty well
with all that.

Castle Island Team with the
Brew Committee.
Adam Romanow
Brew Commitee on Wramble On.
Paul (Pjay) Simpson stirring
the mash.
Wramble On brewer Will Molano
and Mook.
Tom McKenna preparing the hops
Final label selection meeting.
Amy Spencer.
Carol and Dave with Wramble On.
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*Bike brands vary by location

BY BILL BOLES

FROM THE ARCHIVES:
A MOUNTAIN BIKER’S
GUIDE TO RESPONSIBLE
RIDING

I am sure that everyone has noticed the extraordinary
increase in the numbers of people out on the trails.
Hikers, runners, families with their young kids and dogs
and many more people with mountain bikes.
Of course, that’s due to Covid-19 eliminating most of
the other activities that people normally do.
Land managers are currently stressed with the
increased numbers of people on their properties, and how best
to accommodate them. As are the traditional trail users who
now have thousands of new people out on what they’ve always
considered to be “their” trails.
But these increases in outdoorspeople should be seen as
an opportunity, not a threat. It can bode well for the future of
environmentalism as well as for the future of mountain biking.
Our sport is less than 40 years old. While mountain bikes
are generally accepted now, that wasn’t always the case. We were
once the new people in the woods. We were seen as outsiders
and even a threat. We were banned from most of the places
where we now ride. It’s only been the work of NEMBA and its
members over the decades that’s changed that.
Now with Covid-19 we need to renew our efforts to be an
integral part of the overall trail community. We need to seamlessly fit in with all the newbies. And we need to be welcoming
to those new to the sport of mountain biking.
Right now, that means practicing social distancing.
Avoiding big group rides and trail care sessions and vacating
parking areas as soon as possible when our rides are done. (For
more on this look at “NEMBA Covid Guidance” on the
NEMBA.org website.)
Nearly 40 years ago, in the early days of mountain biking, before web pages even existed, we published a “Share The
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Trails” brochure. When I look at it today, I’m struck by
how elevant it still is. As it says at the end, “The future is in your
hands.”

A Mountain Biker's Guide
to Responsible Riding
Your mountain bike will bring you a great deal of fun and
adventure. Woodlands, meadows, rolling hills, woods roads,
single and double-tracks; some of these experiences are as close
as our local state forests, parks and reservations. Be aware that
not all properties are open to mountain biking, but in those that
are, remember that you'll be sharing these lands with hikers,
runners, equestrians and nature lovers.
It is our responsibility to insure that our use of the trails
does not spoil that of other trail users, or spoil the trails themselves. The actions of a few individuals often speak for a whole
group, and mountain bikes are no exception. We ALL must
engage in a public relations and education effort to counter and
eliminate any negative image which can cause us to be excluded
from using public lands. It is quite possible to have fun and be
responsible at the same time (without much effort!). Remember
that the future of the sport is in YOUR hands.
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All Encounters Should be Positive
Remember we not the only folks in the woods. We must go out
of our way to make a good impression on everyone we meet.
Showing off, doing stunts, or riding fast can tarnish that good
impression quickly. Your finely-honed riding skills can look
dangerous, crazy and irresponsible to everyone else.
When Encountering Hikers
Hikers have the right of way, so slow down, stop or pull to the
side of the trail. Remember that they are there for a quiet,
peaceful experience, but say hi, be friendly. When approaching
from the rear, slow to their speed, and let them know you're
there (before you're right behind them). You cannot imagine
how much of a shock it can be to meet up with or be passed
by a quiet, swift bicycle. Expect that children or dogs will walk
right in front of you as you pass. They are curious.
When Encountering Equestrians (and their Hoofed Friends)
Being surprised by bicycles can be a frightening and unpleasant
experience for some equestrians. Give both the horse and the
rider a chance to get used to meeting bicycles in the woods. A
horse's instinct is to run when confronted with the unfamiliar.
Never assume that an equestrian is aware of your presence or
in control of the horse. If approaching from the front, ALWAYS
stop and let them pass unless the rider indicates otherwise.
If from the rear, slow to their speed, and from 50 to 100 feet
away, ask if it safe to pass slowly or walk your bike around them.
Say hi, be friendly, admire the horses. The spoken word is the
first indication to the horse that you are a person and not a
threat.
Slow Down
Excessive speed is the single most common complaint that
other trail users have about us. Slow down if you don't have
absolutely unrestricted vision of the trail ahead. Assume that
someone else is just out of sight and be prepared to stop (in
control) when you turn the corner. The most important and
most difficult thing to remember when riding with your buddies is to save racing for organized races when you know that
you'll be the only one involved in a crash. Speed training can be
done on the road.
Ride in Small Groups
Whenever possible keep groups smaller than five, for the
impression you make is magnified by the group's size. As an
individual you should go out of your way to ensure that your
use of the trails will not spoil the outdoor experience of others.
Make sure that everyone in your group feels that way and is
willing to comport themselves in a civilized manner. Be sure
that socializing while riding doesn't detract attention from the
trail ahead.
Ride "Softly"
The most objectionable sign of our presence is a degraded trail.
Conservationists love to point to bicycle ruts and use them as
a reason or justification for banning use from suitable riding
areas, so never ride when and where you will leave ruts. This
means carrying your bike across soft spots and walking around
mud puddles, so you don't widen them. This means not riding
on rainy days, especially during the spring mud season. It is
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tempting to get out on that first beautiful spring day, but this is
a time in New England when the trails are fragile. Some trails
are especially soft and wet when thawing. Damage can be done
this time of year and can take a lot of time to repair.
Don't hesitate to walk or carry your bike in technical or muddy
sections. Learn cyclocross dismounts, mounts and carrying
techniques if you are concerned with efficiency. Carry your
bike across streams if possible. The silt stirred up can smother
water critters and their eggs.
Be careful to not widen trails by riding over vegetation
alongside the trail. Stay in the middle of the trail, and don't
be too concerned about avoiding rocks. Your mountain bike
is designed to go over rough terrain, and sometimes the "line"
over rocks is the easier one. Keeping your weight on the saddle
or over the rear wheel helps lighten the front of the bike so it
will roll over rocks more easily, and with a strategic pull on the
handlebars, larger rocks won't be an obstacle.
Don't skid. Don't brake slide. Locking up the brakes in not
only an inefficient way to ride but can degrade hills by forming gullies that water funnels down, can rut sensitive trails, and
always indicates a lack of control to others. Modulating brakes
- both front and back - will prevent skidding and increase control. Slow, even pedal stokes prevent "spinning-out" up hills
(which can cause ruts), as well as increasing the chance that
you'll make it over the top. Finesse is often more successful
than brute strength. Don't be embarrassed to walk or run your
bike up or down steep hills.
Keep in mind that a lot of work goes into building and
maintaining trails. Go easy on bridges and stone or wood steps.
Respect waterbars, which are logs or piles of dirt or rocks placed
across trails to prevent erosion. Ride them in such a way that
you will not degrade them. This can be done by riding perpendicular to the bar, lifting first the front wheel, then the rear
wheel over them. The key to lifting the front wheel is to first
push down, then pull up. Use the pedals to lift the rear wheel.

Riding Habits for All Times
• Never take shortcuts/cut corners on tight turns or switchbacks.
• Ride only on existing trails, don't make new ones,
including "turn-outs" around fallen logs.
• Respect private property.
• Respect Nordic ski tracks by staying off of snow-covered
cross-county ski trails.
• Never litter. Try to pack out more than you bring in.
• Learn to fix a flat, repair a chain, etc. and carry tools that you
will need to get yourself out of the woods.
• Wear a helmet.
Get Involved!
Make some new friends - get to know the staff in the public land areas in which you ride. Help them manage the area by
informing them of fallen trees, large litter sites or illicit behavior. Volunteer for trail maintenance or clean-up days. A day or
two a year is a small price to pay for the privilege of riding in
the woods. Showing land managers that you are willing to give
something back to the land that you use makes a huge impression. When they know they can count on us for assistance, policy makers are likely to decide in our favor.
So, happy trails! but remember, the future of mountain
biking is in YOUR hands.
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BY TYLER PEABODY

PENOBSCOT REGION
NEMBA CHAPTER
SIGNATURE
TRAIL GRANT
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Penobscot Region NEMBA chose the
Kiski Lot Riding Area’s “Endo Alley” to
be the next major project for the chapter. The existing trail had a raw and
natural tread with minimal groundwork
and numerous drainage issues. Due to
its highly technical features and rough
terrain the trail was often bypassed or
overlooked by beginner riders looking
to access the overall network. A revitalization project would connect the trailhead kiosk to the recently completed
“Overlook trail”.
Needed changes for Endo Alley
would incorporate bog bridging, numerous tread reroutes, sections of machine
assisted construction, and an extension
of the trail to the network’s parking lot.
When completed this would add approximately .6 miles of new tread to the
original Endo Trail and revamp around
.5 miles of its existing tread. The finished
route would clock in at around 1.1 miles,
nearly doubling the amount of sustainably constructed trail in the network.
The goals of this project would include:
increasing accessibility to better suit a
wide range of abilities, improving tread
sustainability and resilience, and providing better trail connectivity within the
existing trail network.
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The Overlook Trail was one of the
regions’ first “modern” segments of single track and had become a destination
for local and visiting riders due to its
unique terrain and spectacular scenic
views. Even though the Overlook Trail
had transformed and elevated the riding
experience at the Kiski Lot, the majority
of the networks’ trails were from an era
of rake and ride trail building. To access
the modern flow features on Overlook,
riders were forced to ride on highly
technical and rapidly degrading connector trails. The “Endo Alley” project would
connect newly constructed segments of
Overlook trail directly to the network
trailhead. The project would bypass
eroded and deteriorating rake and ride
trails to double the mileage of sustainably built singletrack within the network.
Another major goal of the project would
be to add a beginner friendly offering to
a network that currently only has intermediate and advanced trails. The project
would help eliminate the barrier to entry
that currently exists for beginner riders
and would help our chapter increase
membership and recognition. The Kiski
Lot is in a unique position, being one of
the only mountain bike trail networks
close to Acadia National Park and the
vast Downeast region of Maine.
In early 2020, PR NEMBA was
awarded $5,000 Signature Trail Grant
to partially fund the construction of the
new trail at Kiski in Dedham, Maine.
Construction of the trail occurred in July
and August 2020.
Tyler Peabody (PR NEMBA project manager) retained Jake Cardello
of Borealis Trailworks LLC to do the
machine-construction of the trail,
which began soon after the corridor was
cleared in mid to late summer. After the
mini-excavator work was complete, several days of hand shaping and fine tuning of the tread followed with the help
of volunteers Zak Glover, Luke Grinnell,
Keith Blanchard, Dustin Moyer and the
Cushmans. See these following pictures
taken during and after construction.

Jake running the machine
Upper entrance to new trail
Sweeper turn around a large boulder
during construction
View from the machine
Example of finished product
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CENTRAL CT
President
GLENN VERNES
Vice President
LISA MALONEY
Secretary
TRICIA DOWCETT

It’s been a busy fall and early winter for our chapter. The
board and our membership have been working on building new
trails, maintaining current ones, and planning for spring.
First a thank you to all our 2020 volunteers. Thanks especially to our 2020 volunteer champion Luis Moreira, who put
in over 500 hours of volunteer labor for the chapter in 2020,
building trails at Dividend Pond, cleaning up after Isaias, and
doing too many other things to list. Thanks also to our other
standout volunteers- Matt Fuggi, Tom Tyburski, Paul Wetmore,
Bill Kurtz, John Sokolowski, Felicia and Steve Millett, and Joel
Schall, who helped the chapter put in almost 1,500 total volunteer hours last year.
Trail News- We expect to get to work again in the spring or
sooner at Dividend Pond, adding more trails and new features,
and we’re also working on permission to create another trail
system in the same area – stay tuned.
In other exciting news, thanks to the efforts of CCT
NEMBA member Paul Wetmore, permission was granted to
open an old trail at West Rock Ridge State Park in Hamden.
This old/new trail nicknamed Glenn Woods (after Prez Glenn
V. who designed it!) extends the Pink Trail by almost a mile.
Huge thanks to CCT NEMBA members Luis Moriera, John
Sokolowski, Bill Kurtz, Board members Glenn Vernes, Lisa
Maloney, Bruce Taylor, and Francisco Perez who spent hours
cutting through large downed trees and clearing tons of thorny
bushes to open this beautiful and flowy trail. Hamden may
prove to be a new mecca for mtn biking, there are very preliminary plans to open brand new trails called Paradise Trails
in the most northern section of West Rock. More news on that
soon! VP Lisa Maloney has made it her life’s mission to get
Brooksvale Park in Hamden back open to mtn biking. She is
persistent in her efforts and hopes for a breakthrough in 2021.
2021 looks promising as we hope to build new trails in
the De Dominicis Property now dubbed The Big D Trails in
Cheshire off of Fenn Road. We are working with the town to
hopefully get permissions by late spring. Thanks to members
Ed Flugrad, Jim Jinks and Board member Tricia DowcettBettencourt who have been working on this project. Continuing
our push to increase trail mileage in New Haven county, we
have reached out to the Branford Land Trust, who manages
the Branford Supply Pond/Pisgah Brook property, in hopes of
developing a partnership with them to maintain and advertise
their trails to our members. They recently opened new parking
areas on Lantern View and Piscitello Drive and welcome mtn
bikers to ride these little used trails. Moving north, NEMBA
member Steven Greenwald has volunteered to be a trail steward for West Hartford Reservoir. He hopes to work with the
Trail Committee that manages that property assisting with trail
maintenance.
Much is going on in 2021 and we could not do all this
without the help and support of you- our members. CCT
NEMBA has grown its membership from about 195 to almost
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275 members in the past 2 years and our Facebook page has
almost 2500 followers. Our plan for 2021 is to recruit more
trail stewards who will help us keep trails open after storms and
alert us about any issues.
While 2020 is now in the rearview mirror COVID 19 still
presents challenges for social gathering, events and large trail
builds, but we trudge forward. We will review the calendar and
discuss if yearly events can be planned. For now enjoy the current mild winter weather and get out and ride.
LISA MALONEY, CCT NEMBA VP

Left to right Luis Moreira, Tricia and Steve Millett build a skinny at West Rock Ridge State Park. Photo by Lisa Maloney
Trail Heroes Luis Moreira and John Sokolowski brought their
chainsaws to help clear and old/new trail at West Rock Ridge
State Park. Photo by Lisa Maloney
One of the new kiosks at Dividend Pond.
Photo by Glenn Vernes
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FAIRFIELD COUNTY CT
President
MIKE MALWITZ
Vice President
GUNNAR WALDMAN
Secretary
MONIKA STOKES

Well… we’ve all been riding alone. Of course mountain
biking is great alone or together but we miss group rollouts,
sharing jokes on climbs, following the fast guy/girl’s line, highfives after clearing a hard section, a harmless laugh at whoever
comes off a skinny, and the after-ride parking lot. Yours truly
has gone down the rabbit hole of heart rate, cadence and ride
data—it’s a lonely place.
In Fairfield County Youth Cycling team news: Monika
Stokes is dialing back to be an assistant and is looking to
hand the reins over to a new head coach. Monika has coached
the team to several state championships, in both XC and
Cyclocross, and leaves some massive shoes to fill. She’s going
to organize more women’s rides, race (rather than babysit
your snot-nosed brats—would it kill you to remember your
own tubes and water bottles? But I digress…) and ride more
gravity. If you think you’ve got game and want to get chased by
the next gen of shredders, get in touch at monikaks@yahoo.
com. The kids are in offseason training with Eneas Freyre
of TTEndurance to crush whatever race season emerges this
spring and, of course, be EVEN MORE IMPOSSIBLE to keep
up with on FCNemba group rides.
FCNemba is raising money for spring trail building
with new merch now available in our Teespring store
fcnemba-mtb-goods.myteespring.co (yes ‘.co’ is correct)! We’re
especially fortunate that the artist Jantze, creator of the comic
strip The Norm and the graphic novel “Knocked Out Loaded”,
donated his illustrations for us to use. ALL proceeds go straight
to the trails. We think his character designs, as well as our logo
merch and accessories, came out great. Head on over—get cool
merch, help build great trails—it’s a win-win. And check back,
we’ll keep adding stuff. You’re buying everything else online,
and with bikes and parts unavailable, what else you going to
spend money on?
In ‘The devil finds work for idle hands’ category: This
month’s trail star is Jeremiah Boobar. Jeremiah tirelessly
maintained trails, fixed blowdowns from the past few
windstorms and planned fantastic upgrade proposals for
presentation to land managers. His powerpoint game is super
strong. We feel a little guilty benefitting from Jeremiah’s
grounding from his sexy globe-trotting Cannondale lifestyle,
but we’ll take it. Silver linings. Runners up are: Rich Coffey, who
re-blazed a ton of trails at Trumbull over the last few weeks—so
we’re all less likely to get lost and eaten by werewolves in that
maze. And his tireless upkeep of Trailforks and local trail maps
continues. John Sweeney’s organizing and wrangling socialdistance cleanups is incredible, as always. He points out it’s easy
to keep safely spaced with a running chainsaw in your hands.
Those of us who didn’t sell their fatbikes (stupid, stupid,
stupid!!) for a new enduro whip (how’d that work out for you?)
got some nice snowy rides from December’s storm. No real
news there, just a cautionary tale; the fatbike category may be
dying but, damn, when fatbikes are fun, they’re REALLY fun.
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I’ve yet to see new NEMBA Exec. Director and Fairfield
county resident Travis Counsell on the trails—I’m beginning
to believe he’s fictitious, or maybe a Westworld robot or
something. That’s all we got. Stay warm, have fun and we’ll see
you all in the spring.
GUNNAR WALDMAN

The fastest kids in CT at Troutbrook Valley with coach Eneas.
Photo by John Sweeney.
Dimitri Kambas of the CCAP Fairfield County Youth Cycling
Team ripping it up at Newtown CX race.
Photo by Monika Stokes
Jeremiah Boobar, Mike Malwitz, Scott Vogelmann and Ben
Stokes rock armoring a deteriorated turn on the Red trail at
Hemlock Hills. Photo by Monika Stokes
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HOUSATONIC VALLEY CT
President
PAULA BURTON
Vice President
WILLIAM LAKE
Secretary
LISA BILODEAU
Treasurer
LORI JOHNSTONE
Welcome to the Woodbury Trolley Trails
This is a story of NEMBA advocacy, volunteer efforts, and
trail building at work. It began four years ago. I was in Class
Cycles in Southbury, CT, when I overheard two mountain bikers talking about the Trolley Bed, a two mile abandoned trolley
bed that had recently been acquired by the town of Woodbury.
It was beautiful, they said, but it was an abandoned double track
with no single track. Worth a visit, but not what the local mountain bikers were hoping for. As well as the trolley bed itself,
the town had also acquired 250 acres of land which bordered
on other parcels, including the over 600 acres in the Flanders
Land Trust Whittemore Sanctuary and other town parcels.
The Housatonic Valley was not known for its mountain biking
trails. There were a few isolated miles of mountain bike friendly
here and there, but not much progression or single track. The
Housatonic Valley chapter had not been formed. Yet, there were
many mountain bikers in the area who traveled for over an
hour to get to mountain bike friendly legitimate trail systems.
I recruited a few trail builders from the Fairfield County
Chapter, Ryan Tucker, Dave Francefort, and Bill Lake to come
scout out the property. Ryan and Dave had over an hour’s drive
to get to Woodbury, and Bill, fortunately, lived in Woodbury.
With their help and guidance, we developed a concept map. All
of us attended a number of town meetings. During that time,
NEMBA and mountain bikers received very negative press
from a local newspaper and another loosely organized group
that did not want mountain bike friendly trails on the property.
Jennifer Miller, the Woodbury Park and Recs Director and Mike
Lodice, a mountain biker who also works for the Woodbury
Parks and Rec, were very helpful and in favor of the new trails.
We thought we were well on our way to getting approval to start
building the new trails.
In the summer of 2017, I received a message from Jennifer
that the town had commissioned a management plan. We
would need to wait until that was completed to proceed with
any trail design and building. I checked in once in a while, but
had almost given up hope, when I received an email, in the
winter of 2018, that the management plan was complete, and
that the town would like NEMBA to proceed with the trail plan.
Bill Lake and I attended one more meeting. At that meeting, I
said to Bill, it’s time for a new chapter which will focus on the
Housatonic Valley. Bill is now Vice President of the chapter.
The new chapter formed in spring of 2018. Bill took
on organizing the trail builds and the design work, as well as
communication with town of Woodbury. He and several other
members of NEMBA promoted our new trails at the Woodbury
Fall Fest, which drew thousands of people. The reaction was
very enthusiastic and positive. Since then, Bill, leading NEMBA
volunteers, has built over three miles of new intermediate single track with many technical features for advanced riders. It
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is not an easy place to build in, since the grades are steep and
ground very rocky and rooty. While building, neighbors would
come out and join. We have had a few hiccups along the way.
Bill read a notice that the AmeriCorps group would be in the
area. I helped apply for the group to work with NEMBA for a
week and to give them a “trail school” to learn about multi use
sustainable single-track. After a ton of work, that whole possibility fell apart for a variety of reasons. But that is the way of advocacy. However, I did make a number of good contacts and built
relationships with other conservation / recreation organizations
in the area.
Bill does need help with the building and trails can use
more tires, so get yourself out there! There are three main places to park, behind Ayla’s Bagels, a turn out on Scuppo Road, and
the main parking lot off Trolley Road. A map of the trails can
be found on Trailforks.
The trails have Trolley based names, Trolley Dash, and
Off Your Trolley, which are historical terms used during the
time when the trolley was an important transportation link. And
in this day and age, the Trolley Bed and its environs, continue
to be important for recreation, health, environmental conservation, and enjoyment of nature.
PAULA BURTON

Paige Tullo, daughter of Matt. Photo by Matt Tullo
Matt Tullo on feature. Photo by Matt Tullo
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NORTHWEST CT
President
JONATHAN REGAN
Vice President
SCOTT RUEL
Treasurer
CARA REGAN
Secretary
BRIAN VIBERT

Things are looking up; the days are getting longer, and
NW CT NEMBA is geared up for (fingers crossed) another great
year of riding here in the beautiful Litchfield Hills. Despite the
many challenges the Pandemic presented last year many great
achievements were realized and there is no intention of slowing
down in 2021.
General trail maintenance has continued throughout the
winter months across NW CT’s many riding areas. While trimming, pruning and general upkeep are always in progress the
crazy fall/early winter weather added a huge challenge keeping
trails clear. With the help of our amazing Trail Stewards things
were tackled in short order and in many cases improved upon.
Many thanks to those who have lent a hand, we certainly appreciate your efforts.
Work also has continued up on the new Johnnycake
Mountain trail network in Burlington. The initial loop blazed
this fall has seen a solid flow of traffic in both directions.
Improvements are slowly coming along including some beautiful stonework on the new “Billy Goat” section completed this
fall. These new rock features are riding great and most certainly
are built to last. Kudos to John Luisi and crew for your efforts,
please keep up the good work. In addition to the upgrades
already completed, many other exciting improvements are on
the docket and hopefully able to be completed this coming
spring/summer.
The crew at Northfield Brook Lake continues to make
improvements and add trail to the network born just last year.
Adjustments and tweaks are ongoing as the trail system “wears”
in with focus around trail armoring, bridges and bench cutting.
Admire the dedication and raw work effort this group has put
forward in the last year, simply amazing.
Things remain at a standstill on the group riding front.
Our Chapter is taking a somewhat conservative approach to
larger events of this nature and we do not anticipate scheduling
any events at least through Spring 2021. We are patiently waiting for the right moment to get back to regular group activities
so please be patient and keep an eye out.
As we head into the Spring season, a reminder about monitoring trail conditions during the next few months. The spring is
an exciting time, the snow has melted, the days are longer, the
weather begins to warm and the desire to be out in the woods
riding is at its highest level. It is also the time of the year which
the trails are most sensitive to damage. Before heading out
for a ride be sure to gather as much information on the trail
and weather conditions as possible. Always err on the side of
caution. Just because the weather is sunny and warm does not
mean that the trails are dry and ready to ride without causing
damage. A small amount of restraint during this sensitive time
of year will go a long way to keep the trails in great shape for
the duration of the summer riding season.
See you on the trails.
JON R

New Stream Crossing in The Billy Goat. Photo by John Luisi
Rock Up. Photo by Jon Regan
Snow Covered Northfield Brook Lake. Photo by Tim Jackson
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QUIET CORNER CT
President
SERENA DUPUIS
Vice President
JEFF DOYLE
Treasurer
HEATHER MERSON
Secretary
CRIS CADIZ
QC NEMBA leadership wants to offer many thanks for
the time and energy our members committed during a truly
challenging year. This includes over 400 volunteer hours
logged… and we know there were lots more unreported. The
point is, despite the pandemic, our members were out there…
doing trail work, leading, and participating in group rides
earlier this year, helping create our Tour de Quiet Corner (and
riding the routes), and just RIDING and staying in touch on our
Facebook pages.
We are nothing without our members. We miss each other
and our usual camaraderie on and off the trails. We are grateful
to the folks who kept riding solo, or with dogs, or in small
“pods” but continued to share their adventures so we could stay
safe (apart) but feel more connected. Your posts, pictures and
stories helped temper the isolation that we all have felt this
year. And we thank the many members who are silent or not on
social media, but we know are riding and working in the woods
to clean up trails and make the experience better for all of us.
Early in the pandemic, when northeast Connecticut had
very low positivity rates, we offered socially distant group
rides, including Mellow Monday, Wednesday Ladies Ride, and
our annual Spring Outdoors and Walktober events. People
respected the NEMBA rules (limited groups, masks, no parking
lot parties). And although it might have been a pain to use
Eventbrite to register for every ride, people still did it…showing
that they REALLY love our group rides. And most importantly,
everyone stayed safe. But things changed in the fall and Covid
19 started to gain on us.
Our leadership team got creative with the first annual
Tour de Quiet Corner. This “virtual” Fun Ride was designed
to allow any rider to experience each of our 6 riding locations
by following routes on Trailforks. These routes (at least 2 for
each riding area) were created by NEMBA members Liz Bove,
Jesse Becker, Glenn Tourtellott, Matt Danis, Serena Dupuis, and
Jeff Doyle. Difficulty level, distance and local bike shops and
places to eat were listed for each route. Rather than collect a fee,
we welcomed donations. (Thank you! We had some generous
ones.) We provided prizes from local sponsors for participants
who did the most rides. A few intrepid souls rode every venue!
The routes are still live on Trailforks for anyone who wants to
try them. Special thanks to Heather Merson and Serena Dupuis
for masterminding the Tour de Quiet Corner, which took many
hours and technical expertise.
We have not seen much snow yet in the Quiet Corner but
lots of wind! Most mountain bikers play “pick-up-sticks” after
these storms. We thank every one of you for this effort plus our
chainsaw registered members who clear larger blowdowns. We
haven’t seen Glen Newcombe in months, but he is still out there
doing his usual endless trail maintenance (nearly 100 hours this
year!) in Goodwin and Natchaug. This fall, we finally finished
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the new trails at Green Falls in Pachaug. Special thanks to Bob
Caporaso, Glenn Tourtellot and the many others who helped
build the fun, technical trails Gravy Train and Mashed Potatoes.
In September we held a productive socially distant trail day
at Old Furnace, where we sent small groups into the woods to
clean up 6 miles of trails in just a few hours. In mid-November
we flagged and rough cut a short trail in Pomfret from the
Airline Rail Trail to Watercure Farm Distillery.
In November, during a Zoom chapter meeting &
leadership vote, we bid goodbye to Cathy Cody and thanked
her for 3 years of service as our secretary. We welcomed longtime member Jeff Doyle as our new Vice President. With hope
for a successful vaccination process, we look forward seeing
each other on the trails this spring. Depending on potential
restrictions, we plan to offer group rides including Mellow
Mondays, Wednesday Ladies Ride, Rookie Ride Series, and
hopefully more.
CRIS CADIZ

Liz Bove fat biking at West Thompson Dam.
Photo by Christian Smutnick
Flat repair on Ladies Ride. Photo by Cris Cadiz
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SOUTHEASTERN CT
President
BRETT SEVERSON
Vice President
KIM BRADLEY
PAT LAMOND
Secretary
TODD ROMILLY
Treasurer
JANET ANDERSEN
Despite the continued challenges of Covid and the limitations on group gatherings, it has been an extremely active Fall
and early Winter for SECT NEMBA! We have made some significant progress with critical trail advocacy efforts, had a very
successful inaugural December Ride Challenge, continued with
trail maintenance and construction activities and announced a
change in leadership roles.
In December CT DEEP provided SECT NEMBA with
a draft Forest Management Plan for the Salmon River State
Forest. The plan would significantly impact the Grayville Trail
system and proposes closures of trails that have been in place
for decades, recommends diverting the primary entrance, and
has other concerns that would potentially limit access. SECT
NEMBA launched a campaign to seek public feedback to the
plan and we are very proud to have received an overwhelming
response from the local community with over 135 letters being
sent to DEEP!! The volume and thoughtfulness of the public
comments clearly demonstrates that the community highly
values these trails and supports maintaining access. A huge
THANK YOU to everyone who submitted responses!!
Related to the efforts above, Brett and Tina Severson met
onsite at Grayville with CT DEEP Deputy Commission, Mason
Trumble, and NEMBA Executive Director, Travis Counsell. We
hosted a ride to review the issues facing the trail system and
discuss how to establish a partnership between NEMBA and
DEEP to actively maintain the trails. We hope to have continued positive dialogues, and we will keep everyone updated on
the outcome of these efforts.
On December 1, our chapter kicked off a new event called
the December Ride Challenge for our chapter members.
The goal was to connect to our community through social
media, keep ride motivation up as temperatures and daylight
decreased, encourage exploration of all the different areas we
have to mountain bike in Southeastern CT and encourage new
members to join NEMBA. In January, the winners of the ride
challenge will be announced. We have also created a separate
award category for new member signups and membership
renewals. Winners will receive prizes donated from Wayfarer
Bicycles, Airline Cycles, Cycling Concepts, Specialized, Voler
Apparel, DeFeet and SECT NEMBA. Thank you to everyone
who participated!
The mild weather has allowed for SECT NEMBA members
to continue with trail work activities through late fall and early
winter. In preparation for a new parking lot at Moween State
Park, SECT NEMBA member Bob Caporaso, in partnership with
CT DEEP, has started to add a beginner level trail to the western
end of the Black Dot trail. As of writing this update, we are still
working on getting the trail completed, but have been able to
rough in the trail to allow it to be ridden. SECT NEMBA stew-
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ards Tim Wilson and Jimmy Klose also continued with trail work
activities, and organized a trail maintenance day this fall focused
on enhancements to a main trail in Haley Farm State Park.
SECT NEMBA in partnership with Groton Open Space
Association hosted the Game of Logging Chainsaw Safety
Level 2 class. Topics included saw maintenance, how to safely
buck downed trees, and how to release “spring-poles” (trees
under tension). We now have seven SECT members
with Level 2 certification!
In closing, SECT NEMBA is excited to announce that
Brett Severson will be taking on the role of president. Kimberly
Bradley will stay on as Vice President, with Janet Andersen
holding strong as Treasurer, and Todd Romilly will continue his
entertaining minutes as Secretary. We would like to sincerely
thank Pat Lamond for his commitment as VP over the past three
years of building SECT NEMBA to where it stands today, and we
are happy that he will remain to support our extended board.

SECT NEMBA's new president enjoying the mild weather!
Photo by Tina Severson
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CARRABASSETT REGION ME
President
WARREN GEROW
Vice President
EDWARD GERVAIS
Treasurer
MARK SCHWARZ
Secretary
LORI GERENCER
CATHY MORTON
After a quiet fall season on the events front CRNEMBA
is entering the fourth season of winter grooming. A good crew
of volunteers showed up to Fall workdays to carve out a new
winter riding trail. The trail has been named Treadwell and is
a somewhat flat out and back with small lollipop at the end. It
starts near the Oak Knoll trail off of Newtons Revenge. Many
thanks to the volunteers who helped out pulling this trail project together, always good to have more riding offerings.
As of this writing the snowpack has been somewhat fickle,
with seasonably early snows followed by significant rain events
and warm temps. A minimal amount of grooming has occurred
early in the season and conditions have varied across the board
depending on latest temps and precipitation. It will be nice
to get some more snow to allow additional trails to open that
require more coverage. The women and men on the grooming
crew put in a considerable number of hours at not always convenient times to ensure awesome riding. We need to extend a
big thank you to them for their time.
Winter riding at the Sugarloaf Outdoor Center continues this winter, with the same offerings as last year. Please be
sure to check in at the Outdoor Center regarding trail tickets
and trails open for riding. Please stick to trails where bikes are
allowed. It only takes one rider breaking the rules to give all of
us a bad name. It is great to be given the opportunity to co-exist
with the Nordic skiers, lets do our best to respect other users
and the rules. The Outdoor Center Trails provide a great connection between various neighborhoods and trail zones, we are
very fortunate to have this connectivity.
CRNEMBA volunteers in conjunction with Sugarloaf will
co-host the Carrabassett Fat Tire Race. The race will be held at
the Sugarloaf Outdoor Center on February 7th. Space is limited
and racers will be started in waves to keep folks comfortable.
Other local races will take place in Rangeley and Farmington
this winter, two other long time races that are worth checking
out. Thanks to the folks who volunteer their time to make these
events happen. You can register for events online at bikereg.com
The CRNEMBA team will be working through the winter
to get things ramped up for the summer months. On the trail
construction this includes budgets, grant writing and going after
permits. We also ramp up to produce our annual map, reaching
out to businesses and folks that wish to advertise.
Have a great winter pedaling season!
WARREN GEROW

Scenic Overlook. Photo by Tom Cromwell
Crommetts Overlook. Photo by Timmy Gerencer
Riding at Newtons Revenge. Photo by Warren Gerow
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CENTRAL ME
President
CHRIS RILEY
Vice President
DISA FEDOROWICZ
Treasurer
LESLIE WILSON
Secretary
GARRY HINKLEY
We are ready for winter here in Central Maine, but it’s
anyone’s guess when will it arrive. After a dramatic start to
last years season we were out in force getting trails ready for
grooming. Despite these efforts mother nature has been fickle,
flirting with snow then dashing our hopes with warm weather. Not all is for naught, however, as snowshoer’s have created some mighty fine tracks working with the snow we have
received. Range Pond State Park in Auburn, the Lake Auburn
community center, and Monataka in the Kennebec Highlands
have all made lemons out of lemonade to keep us happy.
Please do not despair. The law of averages could well be
the winters salvation, or snow making for that matter. We have
a downhill event planned for Lost Valley in Auburn. It’s been
postponed till an as yet undetermined date in February. Keep
you eye on the Central Maine NEMBA Facebook page for
updates.
Fund raising during social distancing has been a challenge
but using our new Central Maine NEMBA logo our staff of
artisans created a beautiful new double layer buff. Yes indeed,
as perfect for those chilly rides as it is around town running
errands. Maybe no one can see you smiling but you will be styling in our logo wear.
At this time there is no apparent end in sight to covid
restrictions. This means that once again we will not hold our
spring social. Additionally we plan to hold off on the auction
we postponed last year until the fall Odyssey ride of 2021. Your
patience is greatly appreciated on this one. It is a major fund
raiser for the trails and given last years success with the Odyssey
format we have high hopes this years rendition will include all
those incredible auction items you’ve been itching to bid on.
While it is unlikely that we will be able to offer the women’s clinic this year plans for Treadfest are emerging. It will be a
much simplified one day event.
2020 ended on a high note with over 900 recorded hours
of volunteer work. We know our members and they have contributed half again that without reporting it. Not too shabby for
a year with no group rides and only a single organized event.
Keep those wheels rolling,
IAN

Ted bridging the gap on our last project of 2020
Julie Cheville riding out of Webb Lake
Mac grooming Monataka with a pair of classic snowshoes.
They are the best! (Mac is too of course)
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GREATER PORTLAND ME
President
MATTHEW WARNER
Treasurer
CASEY BROWN
Secretary
AMANDA DEVINE
KATHLEEN PIDGEON
Since the last Singletracks, the Greater Portland trails
have been through a lot. From dry dirt, to wet roots, to leaves,
to snow, back to dirt, and now with a thin layer of ice, we've
seen all the conditions over the past months. Through it all,
southern Maine riders have kept at it and we continue to see
lots of members and members-in-waiting out on the trails. GP
NEMBA has also been busy through the change in seasons.
The trails in Gorham continue to expand, seemingly to
infinity. Sam Morton and crew have built miles and miles of
new trails this year, while also finding the time to give some
TLC to many of the old favorites. Gorham is quickly becoming
a serious destination for riders looking for anything from
machine-built, feature-filled flow trials to old-school New
England rocks and roots.
We've been busy preparing for winter too. Upgrades to our
snow dog, new volunteer groomers all over Southern Maine,
and a fat biking community chomping at the bit should lead to
a pretty great snow-bound season (whenever it arrives!). In the
absence of group rides, keep an eye out for suggested winter
routes and condition updates through GP NEMBA's social
media.
GP NEMBA has also been busy strengthening partnerships
with local land trusts and trail networks. Between cash
contributions for trail maintenance and lots of manual labor,
we've been contributing to trail systems in Falmouth, Portland,
Cape Elizabeth, Bradbury and Cumberland over the past
months. A big shout out goes to board member Will Czaja who
has been leading the charge in Falmouth to build some new
uphill and downhill trails that will make riding more fun, and
help all user groups enjoy the Blackstrap network.
Finally, a bit of a teaser: it was a huge disappointment
to skip our spring and fall socials in 2020. We may not be
gathering in large groups come spring, but we're finding a way
to keep some stoke alive through social media. Keep an eye out
for an online auction with lots of great prizes and swag, coming
your way in Spring 2021.
Until then, even from a distance, we're excited to see all of
you out on the trails.

Nothing like some single track and a lighthouse on a snowy
day. Photo by Mike Sandora, GP NEMBA Board member
Scott Libby captures his winter ride, socially distanced among
some of the more unique "features" in Kennebunk.
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MIDCOAST ME
President
TREVOR MILLS
Treasurer
STACEY KEEFER
Secretary
DARBY UREY

Winter has finally begun, and allowed us to put the Snow
Dog to work in the Thomaston Town Forest. Our most recent
weather has allowed the Ragged Mountain Preserve singletrack
and the new Round the Mountain Trail to pack into some
beautiful white pavement. Which reminds me, the Round
the Mountain Trail portion from the Camden Snow Bowl
Kuller Loop to the Thorndike Brook Trailhead off Hope St. in
Rockport is open! This is a 6 foot wide uniform path that wraps
around the whole southern side of Ragged Mountain. Our partners, Coastal Mountains Land Trust intends to complete the full
~9 mile loop around the mountain by 2022. This trail has been
very popular with hikers as well, please keep up the friendly
interactions with other trail users!
With NEMBA leadership’s assistance, we’ve successfully
received an IMBA Dig-In Grant for 2021. We wrapped up trail
work last season at the Snow Bowl with re-building an expert
portion of trail that had (water) flow problems. We are starting this season with our riders of the future in mind! With the
IMBA match grant for $2000 we will give the pump track a
major face lift, re-model the Chute Loop into a true beginner
track (think strider bikes and 12” wheels) at the base of the
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mountain and some touch-ups to the single track below
the double chairlift. Synchronized with Coastal Mountains
improved access to the Kuller Loop/ Round the Mountain, the
beginner zone in Toboganon-ville will really be friendly for
beginners! Here’s how you help. We have until March 31 to raise
a bare minimum of $2000 to receive a $2000 match. We’d like
to raise $10,000 to really knock these projects out of the park.
Instead of digging rocks and hacking roots, I need you to exercise your checkbook instead! Find out more here:

www.nemba.org/MCNEMBA-DigIn

Our other trail work goals for 2021 include another phase
of trails at the Thomaston Town Forest with some refinement
of wet spots on the original build. We also plan to work on
ensuring that there is a 2 mile loop in the Goose River trails
that is truly a “green circle” as indicated on the map. With the
trails popularity, they’ve been ridden hard and have begun to
lose their original character. We imagine hand finished similar
to the entry to the network completed this past summer.
We continue to look for your help! We’d love to bring new
faces in, whether for Board work, trail work, re-vamping the
map or the website, or contributing financially to the Dig-In
project or more generally. Don’t hesitate to send an email to
tmills@nemba.rog

Will you Dig In and contribute to our Riders of the Future?
Photo by Trevor Mills
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PISCATAQUIS COUNTY ME
President
CHUCK WAGENHEIM
Vice President
HENRY GILBERT
Greetings from the newest NEMBA Chapter: Piscataquis
County in Maine!
Our chapter is currently working with the Moosehead
Outdoor Trail Alliance to build a world class trail system in
the Greenville, Maine area. We currently have reached a
n 
agreement to build mountain bike trails and a skills course
on the NREC property at the Greenville Welcome Center. We
also have formed a unique partnership with the Maine Bureau
of Parks and Land to build over 25 miles of trails in the Little
Moose Public Land property just west of town with a trail
system coming right back into the village of Greenville.
As I am writing this we are getting a blizzard outside
and our NEMBA officers are planning to skin up our local ski
mountain tomorrow and it looks like we will have deep powder.
I hope all our NEMBA members will visit our beautiful
Moosehead Lake region very soon. All of our recreation
activities including the mountain bike trails will be online.
We will be updating conditions, events, and useful information
about our area and outdoor recreation.

https://www.destinationmooseheadlake.com

About the Chapter
We have been developing a trail program with the Maine
Bureau of Parks and Lands for the past three years. Most
significantly, the Bureau has newly permitted access for trails
within a 15,000 acre public parcel - Little Moose Preserve
- in Greenville Maine. We have the support of the Town of
Greenville and the Moosehead Economic Council as well as the
local business community to move forward with an extensive
trail system to include all trail development, a parking trailhead,
maps, signage and pump track.
Greenville is a small town but the population expands
during the summer/fall seasons with second-home owners
and tourists. With our local group of mountain bikers and
summer residents we feel confident that our club will grow
to over 50 members. We have already formed an organizing
body and established sub-committees such as trail-design/
building, communications, fundraising, membership, events
and maintenance. We have recently voted on a Board of
Directors, which include a President, Vice President, Secretary,
and Treasurer. We also plan to expand membership by reaching
out to other towns in the Greenville area (Dover Fox Croft,
Guildford, Milo etc.).

About the Area
Welcome to the Moosehead Lake Region, where the
moose outnumber people three to one! Located just three
hours north of Portland, Maine, and one and a half to two
hours from Bangor, Mainethe unspoiled wilderness, solitude,
and pristine beauty provides the perfect atmosphere for your
enjoyment. Whether you are looking to fish the lake, hike the
vast forest trails, or catch a glimpse of the Maine wildlife, the
Moosehead Lake region has it all. Stunning Moosehead Lake is
THE place for adventurers, free-spirits, families, and artisans
looking for solitude in an unspoiled woodland.
Moosehead Lake is a deep, coldwater lake , the Second
Largest Lake in New England, and the largest mountain lake
in the eastern United States. Situated in the mostly undeveloped
Longfellow Mountains, the lake is the source of the
Kennebec River.
The town of Greenville is the centerpiece of the
Moosehead Lake Region. Greenville is home to our shopping
district and features waterfront dining options. While in
Greenville, you can check out the Artisan Village, or take
a ride on the historic Katahdin Steamship.

Three Nemba members enjoying a mountain bike ride in
Maine
A moose at lakes edge
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SIX RIVERS ME
President
KRISTIAN HARALSON
Vice President
KRISTIN JHAMB
Treasurer
CHANNING JONES
Secretary
JACK BATEMAN & JARET REBLIN

We here at Six Rivers have had a change in leadership. We
are heading into the remainder of winter with some optimism
about the covid vaccine and hopefully a return to some
normalcy or at least embracing the new norm! While we have
continued to respect and follow CDC guidelines and therefore
scaled back on group rides, we have continued to revel in the
fabulous single track and trails that our group has continued to
maintain and grow.
The Bath Skills park to be developed Spring 2021 will be
a place for area youth to get out and have some outdoor time
with friends in a socially distanced manner.
We have done some fact finding missions south of us
to observe the fine work that has been done in Gorham and
get some ideas about a Brunswick/Topsham pump track for
which we are busy laying the groundwork. We have garnered
significant community, land trust and town interest and are
planning to build within two years.
Board member Ernie Phillips along with our new
president, Kris Haralson have provided leadership for our
burgeoning section of youth riders in Brunswick and Topsham.
We are on our 4th season of kids programming.
Finally, we have brainstormed about winter fundraisers
and have scheduled our “Fat Tire Frolic”. This will be a winter
fat biking event from Friday Feb 26- Sunday February 28 th.
Board members Matt Viara, Ernie Phillips, Charles Lopez and
Kris Haralson were instrumental in planning this endeavor. We
are planning to enjoy a full moon that weekend and will have
Snowdog groomed trails for riders in South Bath and Topsham.
This will primarily be self guided and small groups to comply
with CDC guidelines. Registration for our winter fundraiser will
be on BikeReg with donations happily accepted and riders will
be entered into a raffle for some great schwag. Local schwag
also available for purchase on our Facebook page.

https://www.bikereg.com/sixrivers-fat-tire-frolic

We also urge members to complete the online survey so we can
best support all of our members.

bit.ly/3cci6eO

Winter Groming in Topsham Maine
Brunswick Trail Bike Program Fall 2020.
Photo by Brunswick Rec Dept.
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BERKSHIRE MA
President
ALISON MCGEE
Treasurer
CHRIS CALVERT
Secretary
RUTH WHEELER

This summer the Berkshire Chapter worked with the
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) to install a
large informational kiosk at Pittsfield State Forest (PSF). This
project was the result of planning from our chapter’s PSF Trail
Team, led by Erik Forestell. The design and building project
were spearheaded by chapter members Odin Adolphson and
Chris Hoover, who put countless hours into fine tuning the
design and preparation prior to construction.
On September 27, a stellar group of eight volunteers (with
help from a couple canine supervisors, a toddler, and two visitors from the Greater Boston area!) powered through intense
construction for six truly collaborative hours. This amazing
crew worked relentlessly to get the hefty beams in place, attach
a roof, and fill two large post holes dug by DCR. We are thrilled
to have a shared space for DCR and NEMBA to post events, riding information, and a brand-new map designed by Erik highlighting the trail system at PSF.
We were honored to be a recipient of one of Regional
NEMBA’s trail grants to help fund this project, which we hope
will serve as both a sign of our growing collaboration with DCR
as well as a celebration of the hard work and amazing options
available to our mountain bike community. Pittsfield State
Forest is home to our densest collection of trails, with everything from beginner “Family Trails” to several challenging and
varied climb/decent options.
Our other large accomplishment this summer and fall was
the major headway made toward our 1+ acre Bike Skills Park,
which is a collaborative project with the Berkshire Mountain
Bike Training Series and our local NEHSCA team, the Shire
Shredders. We spent the summer collaborating with the
Springside Park Conservancy Group to set up a successful proposal to the city of Pittsfield’s Parks and Recreation Department
in November. After a walkthrough with parks commissioners
and several great follow-up discussions, we received formal
approval for this project on January 5—one of the most substantial projects the city has seen, and by far the largest for
Berkshire NEMBA. Our next steps will include some substantial
planning and fundraising, which will be helped along by our
new partnership the International Mountain Bicycle Association
as an IMBA Local Partner and their Dig In program supported
by Shimano. We will be working through March to raise funds
for the detailed design plan, which will be matched by IMBA
and Shimano. Those interested in supporting us can go to
IMBA’s Dig In page at www.imba.com/support-digin.
This project is a MAJOR step for our chapter and region
and will bring even more opportunities for riding and project
development. We are very excited about it and thrilled with all
the support and collaboration we have had thus far.
Lastly, we’d like to celebrate two of our youngest chapter
members! Taejan Drozd and Hannah Manzolini are not only
Berkshire NEMBA members, but are developing into two of the
most passionate and committed mountain bikers we have seen.
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This past summer Taejan and Hannah were named captains of
the Shire Shredders NEHSCA Team, taking the lead with their
peers during a challenging and different season. Both have been
team members since the start, have volunteered with some of
our trail projects, and Hannah has also served as a junior mentor with our local Little Bellas girls’ mountain bike program.
These two are the future of mountain biking and setting an
example for youth and adults alike.

Volunteers after a safe, successful, and fun day of building,
l-r: Herm Ogulnick, Chris Hoover, PSF trail team leader Erik
Forestell, Balance Rock trail team leader Odin Adolphson, John
Forsberg, chapter president Alison McGee, and Aaron Altshuler
(pups l-r: Trixxy, TerraByte, and Citra)
Berkshire NEMBA and New England High School Cycling
Association (NEHSCA) Shire Shredder team captains Hannah
Manzolini and Taejan Drozd help out at the Greylock Century,
a local bike event this summer.
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BLACKSTONE VALLEY MA
President
LAURA ZIMMER
Treasurer
JUSTIN SCHROTH
Secretary
KRIS MUNROE

Happy New Year from Blackstone Valley NEMBA!
Mother Nature has blessed us with some great opportunities to extend the riding season so far this winter! Despite a
snowstorm in December, trail systems throughout the chapter
continue to provide riders with great riding conditions when
temps are right. Despite the lack of formal group activities, the
trails received proper loving. New trails were created, bridges went in and blowdowns cleared. Also, many thanks to the
unseen sentinels of the trails who clipped face slappers, moved
branches, and cleared stream crossings. Say thank you when
you ride a sweet trail – they don’t ‘just happen’.
With a new year comes new change as long-time Chapter
President Brian Forestal has decided to step down from his
position. As a chapter we are in-debted to his many years of
service as President, Group Ride leader, trail/bridge builder,
and many other hats he wore over the years! Brian’s involvement and work has been the foundation in the success of our
Chapter. He will continue as a Blackstone Valley NEMBA chapter member, lending his knowledge and leadership to various
projects moving forward. Many thanks to Brian, we hope you
spend that extra bit of free time on two wheels.
Additionally, chapter Vice President Tom Bubier has
stepped down as he and his family are moving out of state.
Many thanks to Tom for his work the last few years, most notably his growth of our social media channels to help promote
the chapter and connect us with many riders in the area. Laura
Zimmer was nominated by the leadership team and has enthusiastically accepted her new role. Laura brings countless years of
chapter involvement and expertise to Blackstone Valley NEMBA
and is a great addition to the leadership!
This winter has not been a slow time in the Blackstone
Valley. One mile of new single-track is being added to the
alphabet trail system at West Hill Dam. By the time you read
this, the trail will be finished. Be sure to look for the QUEBEC
trail. Also, at West Hill Dam, a long-needed bridge is in the
planning stages on BRAVO trail. While you are at West Hill
check out the kiosk just installed by Alpha. It will have helpful
information and tools. With the help of Ranger Ron Woodall
our chapter’s association with the management at West Hill
Dam has been a good example of the things that can be accomplished when we negotiate under the NEMBA banner. If you see
Ron while visiting WHD please stop and thank him for working
with us to make WHD a popular riding spot.
Although the snow has not cooperated, we are working
on creating a Blackstone Valley NEMBA grooming crew for
West Hill Dam! Groomed trails for winter biking take a lot of
work and thanks to work started by of Kara Gilman and Brian
Forrestal we are building a team coordinated by Bill Dakai to
be ready to start packing with snowshoes, clearing bridges, and
watching the weather for the right moment to let loose our
snow dog Crank. Crank is awesome, but heavy and challenging
to operate, and requires two dedicated and trained volunteers to operate. It takes many hands and HOURS to groom
the many miles of trails at WHD, but our team is waiting and
watching the weather and waiting for “go”. If you have any
interest in joining this team, reach out to Bill Dakai.

Sun set on Moon Hill
High tide on Oscar at West Hill Dam
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CAPE COD MA
President
FRANK MEROLA
Vice President
LEV MALAKHOFF
Secretary
KAREN ZUNTI

Shred in the New Year
Legend has it that prior to the arrival of Columbus in the
Americas, the forests of this continent were so dense that a
squirrel could travel from the Nauset to the Newport Beach, CA
without ever touching the ground. There is a similar story on
Cape Cod. Old timers tell of how it was once possible to ride
from the Canal to Race Point without touching pavement. Local
riders speak of ghost trails, entire areas that the undergrowth
has reclaimed; over the past few years, mountain bikers have
made inroads (pardon the pun) into reopening some of this lost
terrain. Where Cape Cod NEMBA once oversaw but a handful
of trail networks, more miles of terrain began popping up in
the collective consciousness. 2020, with its lockdowns and social
distancing restrictions, accelerated this trend of expansion, and
it seems only a matter of time — perhaps just a few years —
before those stories of Cape mountain bike pioneers ring more
truth than myth.
Perhaps because everyone was “staying at home” more
in 2020, popular mountain biking trails became busier. New
riders saddled up and increased traffic. Walkers and dogs were
out in force. Questions about safety and responsible rider
protocol arose. As a result, veteran riders looked for quieter
routes. While Cape Cod NEMBA put its regular group rides on
hold due to Covid restrictions, many riders logged more miles
on Cape trails this year than ever before. Rather than riding
in the larger groups that one normally sees in the fall, smaller
packs of shredders roamed the woods. 2020 became the year
of the Maple Swamp Conservation Area, and it seemed that
everywhere from Bourne to Truro, riders were rediscovering
the treasures in their back yards.
Much of the adaptation and expansion of mountain biker
habits and areas took place informally, but Cape NEMBA has
kept busy working to build and improve trail systems. At the
West Barnstable Conservation Area, volunteers removed dead
oak trees from the Farmersville Road parking lot and widened
a side trail for the Spaulding Rehabilitation adaptive cycling
program, to allow for riders’ four-wheeled cycles to pass. In
mid-October, volunteers turned their attention to the Hathaway
Ponds Conservation Area in Hyannis. Here, the town approved
the rerouting of some existing trails and the addition of a new
trail between Route 132, Attucks Lane, and Phinney’s Lane. This
new trail would be named “The Law,” essentially because of the
law that granted NEMBA the rights to build there, and that the
town graciously recognized. The new trail forms a figure-8 that
can be ridden in both directions, though chapter vice president
Lev Lemakoff describes its appearance as “a dinosaur eating an
avocado.”
In November, members turned their attention to
Sandwich, where they began constructing a lookout deck at
the top of Sam Nye’s Mountain, a vantage point from which
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one can gaze across Cape Cod Bay and spot the Pilgrim
Monument jutting up from P’town. Members lugged roughly a
ton of cement up the fire road to the summit, where they built
footings for the deck. They also installed a bike rack. In 2021,
the group plans to finish the deck and build a new mountain
bike specific trail for both climbing and descending.
The close of 2020 also saw the changing of the guard in
two significant ways. First, NEMBA members helped coach
another six-week youth mountain biking program with
Sandwich Recreation, amping the stoke of our next generation
of riders. Not only will this effort help grow our sport, it
made kids and parents happy in a time when many activities
had been severely restricted due to the pandemic. Then, in
December, the leadership of Cape Cod NEMBA passed their
torches. The chapter would like to thank, in particular, Mike
Erickson for his work as vice president and Mike Dube for his
decade of service as our president. In 2021, the group plans to
hold an official ceremony to honor his work. Going forward,
Frank Merola has taken on the job of president, while Dave
Lafreniere and Lev Lemakoff have signed on as vice presidents.
Despite Covid, total membership has risen from 136 to 152,
and Cape Cod NEMBA hopes to exceed 200 members in 2021.
Karen Zunti will continue her excellent work as secretary, and
the group is hoping to seat a treasurer, a vice president for the
Lower/Outer Cape, and ambassadors for various roles.
While it’s safe to assume that many riders would be happy
to roost a whole lot of dirt over the memory of 2020, the trails,
beaches, and mountains of the Cape have been rolling well into
2021; in a year that saw so much tragedy worldwide, one bright
spot has been the revitalization and expansion of home trails,
rising up from this arm in the Atlantic.

Sandy Neck by Mike Morrison
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GREATER BOSTON MA
President
MARY MCCARTHY
Vice Presidents
RICK FORZESE
ADAM GLICK
ANDREA JONES
MACIEJ SOBIESZEK
Treasurer
JUNKO KATO
Secretary
COREY BOLLIER
In the Rearview, it has been a bumpy 11 months since we began
carving out a new normal in Greater Boston COVID times
mountain biking. My helmet is off to all who sought to adjust to
smaller groups, mask wrapped faces, and foggy glasses. There
were the throngs of unsteady trail sharing moments with gleeful or forlorn users -intermittently scowling, ignoring, or for
the converse contact starved strangers, waving frantically “Hi,
I see you! We are doing it! Can you believe this? Have a great
ride, walk, hike, stroll!!!”
Whatever your experience has been, for many of us 2021
has been the brassring at the center of this erratic merry-goround. Reach for it folks, there has got to be a prize at the end
of this ride. Welp…if you are reading this, you made it to 2021,
so congratulations! Hope you give yourself a pat on your mountain biking back and are savoring a sense of accomplishment
for whatever it is you’ve achieved. I am sure there is something.
From where I sit, I have seen many of you digging deeper and
trying harder – increased followers on Facebook, exponential
growth in chapter meeting attendance, increased frequency of
people writing in wanting to learn the ins and outs of trailbuiding – from design, to navigating civic bodies and community
stakeholders, to relationship building, and actual cutting duff
and shoveling up a berm. From inner city-skills park ideas with
David Vance and the Ringer Park project, to dreams of pump
tracks all over the region. We’ve been clustering in pairs brewing up ideas for 2021.
At our January Chapter meeting some suggestions were
offered for things Greater Boston should do at the chapter
level in 2021. Continuing education around trail etiquette and
stewardship was mentioned along with a desire for continued trailbuilding and trail days. This time last year we were
mapping out our plans with great precision. This year, with a
looser grip on the handlebars, we look to support our chapter
membership with variety of engagement opportunities. At our
February chapter meeting we will be hosting Gerdette Armour,
celebrated cyclist and yogi who will be offering pointers on best
yoga poses for mountain bikers. In the coming months we will
be looking to coalesce some strategies for trail growth some
lesser cultivated yet highly used trail networks. And just to keep
our sights and hopes high we are looking forward to hosting
friends from Sedona, Arizona in a – get your after-COVID
planners out, virtual tour of some of what Sedona has to offer
as a mountain biking excursion destination.
Cheers to all for a safe and healthy 2021!
MARY MCCARTHY
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Setting Your Sights on 2021!
With all the hope of a new year it only made sense to gather
a sampling of the 2021 Mountain Biking Goals from some
GB NEMBA members. Here is a collection of high hopes for
2021. See if you can find yours!
• Want to ride with people again and maybe get another bike!
• Building more trails because there is just not enough!
• I would like to make the attempt at riding at least one trail
network for each NEMBA chapter in MA, potentially expanding to all of the chapters in New England.
• I’d like to add the Fells and Russell Mill into my “go-to”
rotation 2 to 4x a month.
• Build more trails because there is just not enough
• Work on my front wheel lifts and my kitchen door pull-ups!
• Improve my endurance. I suck at climbing. Pretty skilled
but jelly legs. Aaaaaand, make mountain biking more equitable and diverse racially and gender-wise.
• I’d like to get out on my bicycle two-three times a week and
use my fat bike this winter.
• Defining my goals is a tough one, as most of it is dependent
on the COVID-situation, but same as last year - ride new
(to me) trail networks. If I still can't travel, there's definitely
some in New England I haven't been to yet. Other than that,
learn more about trail building/volunteer trail days. Ride
more!
• I need to work on my upper body and core strength.
Always. Incorporate some yoga even!
• I'd like to shoot for 2,000 off road miles, get average ride
distance from 10-15 to 15-20 miles, get better at skinnies and
drops, add new areas to ride that are further away than my
usual 30-45 minute travels (although there are still so many
places within that bubble I've yet to experience), and learn
more trail building and maintenance skills. As always with
new adventures I hope to meet new riders and both share my
excitement and feed off theirs!
• 1) Recover from back surgery, ideally in time to do winter
fatbiking. Also implies getting back into strong riding condition. 2) ride with my NEMBA friends - both my injury and
COVID have really limited my social riding! 3) Ride out of
state and discover new areas.
• I have 7 bikes. Maybe ride one every day for a week? A ride
being an hour or 10 miles. Bikepacking is what I really like
to do. I usually use my Rigid Surly Krampus mt bike. Ride to
two 2 different states from my house. Big goal? Ride the XVT
in Vermont. It’s a figure 8 loop the length of Vermont. Mostly
dirt road, lots of climbing. Figure 7-8 days. Would love to
do some more trail work, safely. Without crowds and such.
May do some independent projects, with some oversight
of course. Do some all-day rides from my house. Lots of
options. 6-8 hr ones. Good rides involve ice cream and double lunches. Usually. Sometimes they involve getting lost and
asking random folks in their yard “What town is this?”
• I would say attending trails days, racing if we can, and continuing to get my middle school aged son and his friends out
on MTB's as often as I can. I have high hopes for a normal
Second half of 2021.
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MERRIMACK VALLEY MA
President
BARRY MOORE

Welcome to 2021. The last 11 months have been
a whirl wind.
We have seen many new riders hitting the trail over the
last 11 months. It is a welcome sight as we all know that riding a
mountain bike in the woods is good for the body and the mind.
Let’s welcome the new riders and be good stewards for the
sport. In these trying times many of us have leveraged riding in
the woods for keeping our mental health.
MV NEMBA has not hosted our regular rides or conducted
any trail events. We are optimistic that this will change at some
point in 2021. We are planning on conducting some virtual
chapter meetings in February. Keep your eyes out for the invite
as we welcome new faces as well as new ideas to the meetings.
While 2021 still has some uncertainty, we do have some
trail projects that are in the pipeline if we are able to complete
them. We have a plan to completely re-sign all of Russell Mill.
Our goal is to make the area safer, better marked and will make
any emergency extractions faster. As we roll into spring, we will
have to evaluate the status to determine if we can have larger
trail days or if we need to have smaller groups. It is expected
that the project will take the spring and summer months to
complete. We have also started preliminary discussions to
replace a bridge on the Tophet loop at great Brook State Farm.
The project May not have all the needed approvals in time to
get it on the calendar for 2021 and possibly could be pushed
back to 2022.
The winter season is in full swing and trail grooming has
started. We have groomed trails in December for the second
time in four years. In 2021 we will continue to groom as much
as mother nature will allow. A big thank you to the snowshoe
brigades. I still have visions of hosting some type of winter
event. Planning around weather has been a challenge. We
continue to see an increase in winter use at our local riding
spots. Please remember as always, these locations are multi use.
Spring will be here before you know it. Come ride with us!

Enjoying Fall! Photo by Amy Ubele Brown
Lionel Chapman in the North Country.
Photo by Lionel Chapman
Chris Petersen railing in the snow. Photo by Steve Richardson
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NORTH SHORE MA
President
FRANK LANE
Vice President
KAREN WHITTIER
Treasurer
DEBI MERLONI
MICHELLE MILTON
Secretary
HANK KELLS
The arrival of a new year brings cautious optimism that
things will begin to get back to normal. But with the coronavirus
pandemic still raging, it looks like it will be 2022 before we are
able to resume group rides and events such as nembafest and
the wicked ride of the east. In the meantime, please remember
to continue to ride in small groups or solo, always yield the right
of way and be courteous to other trail users.
All nsnemba group rides and events were cancelled in
2020. However, two projects were completed at harold parker
sf in the fall. The first was the replacement of a broken down
16’ boardwalk near stearns pond on sept 19. The second, larger
project was the hornidge bridge extension which took place
october 16-18. The project was led by andy sherman who did an
excellent job of planning and execution. In order to maintain
physical distancing, the work was done in shifts. Each shift
consisted of 6-8 people and the lumber was carried to the site
by volunteers from the local nehsca team. The 100’ boardwalk
extension became necessary after increased beaver activity
flooded the skug river. Soon after the project was completed
the water level rose even further, putting the original hornidge
bridge under water. Volunteers from avis (andover village
improvement society) subsequently installed an elevated
boardwalk on top of the original bridge. Thanks to dan streeter
for securing the lumber to complete the project, ray meyers
and his nehsca team for carrying the lumber to the job site and
all the volunteers who helped.
On Nov 13-14 nsnemba along with the friends of salem
woods replaced a 75’ boardwalk in salem woods, also known as
highland park. The project was spearheaded by nemba member
jayne o’leary. Jayne, a longtime resident of salem, presented
her plan at the 08/04/20 nsnemba chapter meeting and
secured permission from the city of salem. She also convinced
the salem parks and recreation dept to cover half the cost of
material for the project. On nov 13 the old, rotten boardwalk
was removed and replacement materials were carried to the
site. The next day, a small group of volunteers under nsnemba
guidance was able to complete the project. This is excellent
example of how members can get involved with the chapter.
Salem woods is located between salem high school, and the
olde salem green municipal golf course. It is an urban park with
several miles of trails. Put it on your list of new trails to explore
on the north shore.
A well-timed snow storm on dec 17 allowed the chapter’s
snow dog to be used to groom about 9 miles of trails at hpsf.
The temperature remained below freezing for several days
afterward and many fat bikers seized the opportunity to get out
and ride while the snow conditions were optimal. Thanks to ray
meyers and giovanni cascio for grooming the trails!
HANK KELLS
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Hornidge Bridge Extension Project, 17Oct2020. L to R: Kristin
Prescott, Robert Raimondi, Jeff Johnson, Frank Lane, Lisa
Cheney, Andy Sherman and Rick Forzese. Photo by Hank Kells.
Fat Biking on groomed trails at HPSF, 19Dec2020. Frank Lane
and Bob McGuire. Photo by Hank Kells.
Giovanni Cascio driving the Snow Dog at HPSF, 18Dec2020.
Photo by Ray Meyers.
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Gateway Gear Grinders Get Going
In 2018 a bunch of our local Gateway kids were aging out
of the Spring travel soccer league and parents were looking for
something to keep the kids active and doing something they
loved. As luck had it, my wife and I had heard about NEHSCA
from a friend in eastern MA who’s daughters were actively
involved and loving the whole cross country mountain bike
scene. We asked the soccer kids (all about 12-13) and parents,
if they would be interested in forming a mountain bike team
and they all loved the idea! With that, we contacted Kathy
Robbins at NEHSCA and got the ball rolling. A little after 2
months since that first question to the kids, we had Gateway
Gear Grinders (Team G3) up and running. For the first year, we
had a shop sponsor and about 15 local area Pioneer Valley kids
signed up and racing. Out of roughly 30 teams and 600 kids in
the league, we came in middle of the pack for team standings!
Needless to say we were all hooked. By the second season, in
the midst of COVID-19, we were up to 32 kids on the team and
came in the top 5! We are hoping to have 40 kids on the team
this 2021 season, and things are looking good to hit that target
with the registration deadline approaching 3/31/21. Needless to
say, we are all looking forward to this upcoming season!
By the end of last season, it was clear that the kids were
growing in confidence, skills, endurance and racing knowledge
very rapidly. It helps that G3 has 20 awesome coaches, assistant
coaches, ride leaders and sweepers. We are able to split into 5
distinct skill level groups and keep the numbers of each group
down to a small size, which helps with both developmental
opportunities and minimizes COVID impact.
In addition to the racing aspect of the team and the
league, there is also a fantastic “family” feel that makes the
experience all that much more enjoyable. We all try to help
pitch in with set up and tear down of the courses and team
tent areas as well as any mechanical needs. We work as a team
performing local trail maintenance and trail building also. This
past year, we cleared trails after storms, assisted in building
trails in several areas and built a really cool bridge at one of the
race venues. The team and league teaches the kids and adults
community relations, trail stewardship and a love for the sport.
We are confident that these kids will be tremendous leaders for
our PV NEMBA community for many years to come.

patches of ice on North West facing slopes. Fortunately when
eager for snow, we just have to head 13miles to DAR in Goshen
and to Dubuque State Forest in Hawley (currently in prime
winter condition) . The diversity of conditions in Western MA is
amazing, and seem to be a new reality as global warming intensifies micro climates and diverse freeze/thaw zones.
We have a new trail to celebrate! Mostly Harmless is
off of Sylvester Road.
Jeff Fowler and chainsaw wielding fast healing Al Donahue
worked with our City of Northampton contact, Tom Annese to
reroute an existing wet hiking trail and build a new connector to
link to Dingleberry (which appropriately hangs off the back of
the Sawmill Hills trail system) . Mostly Harmless is rugged and
technical and captures the true spirit of the trail system.
This winter we expect some logging to begin on a large
track of land abutting the Northampton owned parcel that
includes some trails in the network- but no clear word on when
it's going to start.
We remind folks that conditions this time of year can be
too wet to ride a day after they're perfect due to temperature
swings- even without precipitation. Get out when the ground is
very cold and enjoy some great hard dirt!

NEHSCA Racers Staging. Photo by Chris Gilbert
There's nothing quite like perfect "velcro" conditions in the
beautiful woods. Photo by Caleb Langer

Update from the Sawmillers
The Sawmill Hills trails are in good shape and fairly dry. A
core group of avid fatbikers look forward to snow accumulation
and temps to build a solid base, but for now it's still dirt with
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President
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STEPH BEAUDOIN
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PETER WILLIAMS

In hindsight is 2020! Not out of the woods for awhile yet,
but here in 'The Southeast Kingdom', most riders have been
following the learned protocols and are still healthy. Many were
also infected and affected with Covid-19, and hopefully are
feeling better by now. It has been a very trying time. Good for
virtual ride servers and smart trainer companies, not so good
for our group riding ethos and sanity. But, HANG IN THERE!
Good times are coming back! We miss you! Keep the Faith!
We did have some fun in 2020. So let's review it! There
were our Unofficial First Day rides, which as I remember were
fun and festive, as always.
Then was Wompatuck WinterFest, in February, a snowless but otherwise fun day on the trails and hanging out at the
Visitor Center with friends old and new, being chased around
by a Yeti on a Santa Cruz....if you were real lucky, you got some
authentic Jambalaya after your ride.
A few weeks later, well, we all know what happened. The
earth stood still for a few months, but somehow we still managed to get out and ride, albeit without our larger groups of
friends that we were accustomed to. Since then, we've learned
to keep the numbers down, ride within our 'pods', and follow
Covid protocols as closely as we sanely can. Summer came and
went, with no NEMBAFest creating a big hole in our hearts,
but we persevered...Fall came and we cautiously started working on trail projects--bridges in Hale, Massasoit, Wompatuck,
Borderland, and the impressive thousands of feet of boardwalk
bridges in the Flyaway neighborhood of Easton, spearheaded
by local rider and conservation commisioner Chris Patrick.
In September, the virtual 'DIY' Landmine was a huge success, special thanks to BikeBarn and Damon Telepak for all the
planning that went into setting up the routes and categories
on Strava, and crunching the numbers afterwards, so it really
felt as close as possible to a live race as was possible during a
worldwide pandemic. The event remained true to it's roots as
a park fundraiser, and all proceeds went directly to Friends of
Wompatuck to be spent on projects throughout the park.
The next big event was our Turkey AfterBurner, which
was also held virtually at Hale Reservation in Westwood for the
month of November. We had held the event for many years in
Foxboro, as a ride and burrito brunch, but in 2019 we held it
for the first time in Hale. Hale also is a non profit run by donations, so all of the rider's parking fees that month went directly
to the org. It has proven to be a good venue for the 'party', so
hopefully tradition will keep it there and we can eventually get
back to having it on the Sunday right after Thanksgiving....
Last but not least, was our Annual BlueHills Toys Ride and
Toys Collection, which traditionally includes group rides, delicious holiday treats and beverages. This year it morphed into
a SEMass chapter-wide Toys Collection. Six shops offered to
host a toys collection ‘gift box’, and in two weeks, we collected
4 truckloads of toys, that were delivered to Interfaith Social
Services in Quincy, and were distributed to families in need
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throughout the South Shore. Thank you to BikeBarn, Cycle
Lodge, Anderson Bicycle, Landry’s, Dick Maul’s, and Bicycle
Link for supporting this important drive.
More exciting news from 2020-- Steph Beaudoin happily
stepped right up into our Treasurer position, relieving Rich
Higgins of his many great years of service as the money man.
Thank you, Rich! Welcome, Steph!
Peter Williams, also of Friends of Wompatuck, was passed
the notebook from Tom McKenna, who served as Secretary for
the last few years. Thank you, Tom, and thank you Peter, for
stepping up!
So yeah, lots of fun and progress in 2020, despite the Covid
climate! Rumor has it that Friends of Wompatuck's Wompatuck
WinterFest will be back as a virtual event for the month of
February! Virtual routes will be designed for snow, or no, but
FOW's two snow groomers are tuned up and ready for action!
Stay tuned for updates on facebook and nemba.org,
REALLY BIG news (which may be old by the time you read
this...)-- Castle Island Brewery offered to collaborate with
our chapter and come up with a beer specifically for us--the
'Wramble On' New England IPA limited edition brew was just
started, and will be available January 29, with paid up SEMass
NEMBA members given priority by a secret code for ordering
online.
We miss all of our big group activities, including our
in-person chapter meetings. The zoom meetings have gotten
old--mainly organizational talk about how we can make meetings run better yadayada--but hopefully we can at least lighten
up and have a FUN meeting, soon, even if it's on zoom. Stay
tuned!
That's all the news that gives us fits!

Mask Up and Have Fun! Photo by Lucas Provost
Bridge building crew at Borderland. Photo by John Refford
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Hello Wachusett riders!
First, I want to recognize a very generous donation to our
chapter in honor of Rob Hult from his sister Jessica. Rob was
an active rider, outdoorsman, and long-time member of our
chapter from Harvard who sadly passed away in March 2020.
Jessica wrote “The trails in this area gave my brother great pleasure over the years and I would like to support your group. I'd
like to contribute a master trail builder membership amount
in his name.” We’re looking for people who knew Rob who’d be
interested in helping us honor his legacy. If you are interested,
please contact hult.memorial@wachusettnemba.org
We’re kicking off 2021 with a letter and survey to our
membership on Feb 1 and an online chapter meeting planned
Feb 25 to review the survey results and plan the year. While
we’ve been challenged by trail progress over the years, I truly
believe we now have more opportunities than people to lead
them. Our local volunteers are the heart and soul of our chapter
and I want to enable more teams doing more projects in parallel, recognizing that people generally stay local. Our chapter
meeting will go through all the known opportunities we have
for people to get involved: new trail networks at farms, breweries, DCR and private lands, mountains, connections, and more.
Beyond trails, we need help with getting the word out about the
work we’re doing so we can grow our community and our effectiveness. Remember that NEMBA is a volunteer enablement
organization, we have to be the change we want to see. I look
forward to sharing some ideas on how we can do this together
with partnerships, training, lightweight processes, good communication, and support from fellow members who know how
to navigate the hurdles. I am so excited for our chapter to come
out of this pandemic strong with your help.
NEMBA regional and chapter reps had a meeting with
DCR in mid-December at Oakham State Forest to discuss that
stalled project and walk portions of our proposed new trails. We
discussed a plan to flag, review, and begin a new natural surface single-track trail in the eastern side of the forest while we
await DCR’s logging in the west. Following that, we will turn our
attention to the western side where we will activate our $50K
RTP grant for the planned pro flow machine built and natural
trails and new parking lot. Meanwhile, DCR will log the eastern
side, most of which will be away from our new trail, and minimize trail impacts wherever there’s overlap. We’ll restore the
trail when they’re done.
The logging arrangement is part of a compromise we
reached with the DCR forestry team in a 2018 meeting that was
not only key to moving this project forward, but also we hope
will be a model for balanced co-existence with forestry going
forward. DCR policy currently requires a minimal-to-no cutting
100’ wide corridor along trails which significantly changes how
foresters can do their work, especially around the winding trails
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we love. We’ve agreed to an arrangement where that buffer
zone requirement would be waived in Oakham SF, we’ll educate
trail users that it’s a managed forest that will occasionally be
cut, and our volunteers would restore the trails after logging.
In exchange, DCR would allow the project to proceed, relax the
trail density restrictions, and minimize skid road interference
with trails. It’s worth noting that this model has been proven in
Treasure Valley for years--it works and shows how compatible
forestry and trails can be.
Fall trail development in Barre really took off, both on
town and private lands. Three new trails in Town Farm Hill
including a summit trail, a new connection to Nichols Rd and
another great way up the eastern side of the hill. Several additions were made to trails off Woods Rd as well, and there will be
significant new trail planning and development in that area in
the coming months thanks to several landowners in that area.
Finally, Steve’s in touch with Barre town staff who’ve offered
support for recreational trail expansion and new connections.
Everything’s on Trailforks including several new parking locations to avoid crowding the little Woods Rd “lot.”
Jeff Ardinger and Nate from Tomten have been in steady
contact and planning stages with Leominster city officials about
new trails, connections, and skills areas in the greater Elm St
area. A number of maps and proposals have been prepared, several positive meetings have been held, and we look forward to
kicking that off soon. Jeff’s also closely involved with the bike/
skate park and pump track in the city that is making good progress. Lastly, DCR brought a tree crew in to clear Black Bear Run
trail although a bit more remains.
Things have been slow going at Treasure Valley due to
COVID-related camp closures, but we did get two 40’ utility
poles moved to a bridge site thanks to Stolberg Landscape. As
soon as we’re able, we’ll finish the bridge and start on the new
Upper Heron Loops trails and, after that, we’ll build Browning
Ridge Trail. Recent staff changes at the Scouts is slowing our
access conversation, but the proposal is going to be to use private Trailforks access to communicate what’s open to who and
when. Much work has gone into this since our last update and
we will keep you updated.
Lastly, check out Ware River Watershed on Trailforks,
much has been added showing much of what’s open now and to
who, and what is coming when the public access plan eventually
gets approved.
Thank you, BR

Jamie and daughter Erica Gilman on her first fat bike ride, at
Rutland State Park. Photo: Brett Russ
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As we being to roll into 2021, taking time to reflect upon
the previous year shows that despite the turmoil in our country,
making even the smallest pedal strokes forward helps maintain
balance. While larger group rides have been minimized or canceled, some forward pedal strokes come from the riding community improving the areas we ride.
One such area has been Drummer. Doug Willson has
been leading the effort to update and re-imagine a few trails in
Drummer. With help from his able crew including: Ben Wright,
Paras Gosalia, Curtis Fanti, Tausey Wolfe, John Renaud, Chad
Carver, Adam Robinson, Mike Davern, Brad Ferguson, Steve
Holmes, Jay Noseworthy, Mike O’Donnell, AND Ian Bresnahan.
You may remember Ian Bresnahan from last issues cover doing
the no-footed can-can - yep, he rides a mountain bike too!
Enduring all kinds of weird weather swings and a something
of a Pandoras Box of challenges building in Drummer’s rocky
land, these guys literally blood, sweat, and teared it out. The
amount of work that went into rehabilitating the old trail “Ya
Motha” and creating the new line “Live Wire” is pretty impressive. Moving tons of rock, dirt, and wood over months of effort
these guys created features envy worthy of Whistler locals. The
quality of their trail work will last for years.
Keene Bike Park had its formal grand-opening early
October with a formal dedication to the city of Keene and
ribbon cutting by the Mayor of Keene. Chapter member
Peter Poanessa of Keene Signworx installed a custom sign he
designed and built featuring repurposed bicycle wheels welded together into an arch displayed prominently on top of the
wooden start feature. It is the center piece of Keene Bike Park
and is a sight to behold!
YouTube personality Phil Kmetz came to visit Keene Bike
Park just ahead of the Grand Opening. As it turns out, Phil called
Keene home for a long time and often talked about how a bike
park could be a great addition to the community. Over a sketch
on a napkin with Mike Davern the idea of Keene Bike Park was
born. Phil was pretty psyched to see this idea as reality.
Just before the snow began to fly, we formally tucked the
bike park in for a long winters nap. Closing day was posted
as November 29th on the bike park facebook and instagram
accounts and invited riders to take their last laps. Even as the
track was being closed off, riders were getting last laps until
spring 2021.
Plans are to tune up Keene Bike Park come spring time.
After the snow melts and the ground dries, we will evaluate
what is needed to be done and schedule work days to get the
park polished for opening day. With any luck, Covid will be on
the decline by spring 2021.
Just Ride Bikes!
@THEPEDALINGFOOL

Ian Bresnahan slappin’ the berm after the drop on the
rehabilitated trail “Yo Motha”
Phil Kmetz dropping in off the start feature at Keene Bike Park.
Photo by @christopherdavidstudios
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The winter biking season has already been full of surprises
in Central NH. Shortly before the holidays a predicted 3-6
inch storm left 40+ inches of fluffy snow at Franklin Falls and
many of our other trail networks received 2-3 feet of snow.
The Snowdog could not cope with so much deep, powdery
snow, leaving it to old school snowshoe packing efforts to break
out the trails. Several dedicated members volunteered many
hours of effort and got in some serious workouts snowshoe
packing the singletrack trails enough so the Snowdog could
groom the trails. The plan was to keep grooming and wait for
the cold nights to set up the snow and leave white ribbons of
riding bliss but Mother Nature threw more weather curves at
us with heavy rain and warm temps. This left the early January
conditions with much less coverage, and a few icy spots, but,
all in all, some pretty respectable trail conditions. Social media
posts from members on our chapter Facebook page had riders
turning out in swarms at Franklin Falls the first couple of
weekends in January to take advantage of the riding.
Many of our other CNH NEMBA trail networks around the
region were also in prime riding condition to (big)ring in the
new year.
Our grooming operations are set to continue at Franklin
Falls whenever snow returns. We have several chapter members
awaiting the next snowfall to get their Snowdog training
sessions in and join the grooming crew. It will be great to share
the work among a few more hands, wrestling the 'dog is a
workout of its own, and having more help is sure to increase the
quality of riding conditions as the season progresses.
As of this writing, conditions are a mix of bare ground
and ice. Riding with studded tires will certainly provide a big
margin of safety in the current conditions around Central NH.
Be sure to check the CNH NEMBA Facebook page for latest trail
reports. Riding fat is a lot of fun and the trail conditions can
be easily degraded by high tire inflation pressures. Check the
latest situation, when the trails are too soft or sloppy we'll post
a request for folks to wait to ride until things firm up. If the
snow is soft but rideable then low pressures are recommended,
if firm and fast then it's time to add some psi and make go fast
through the forest. Winter riding in Central New Hampshire is a
blast and we look forward to meeting everyone out on the trails!
ICYMI, Central New Hampshire’s local commercial
downhill bike park, Highland’s, is once again planning to hold
their Winter Wooley Fat Bike Festival on Saturday, February
6th, check their website for details.

Fat Tire Riding the New Teeter-Totter at Franklin Falls Dam
Snow Day Fun at Franklin Falls Dam, Peter Riendeau
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We're going through some changes in 2021. Tim Clough
will be the new chapter president and is looking forward to
continue the promotion of the great trails in and around
Franconia. While we hope to return to normalcy later this year
we have some exciting events that will be announced later this
spring. Our goal as a chapter is to continue to grow the trail
system while maintaining the existing system. Lastly, we will be
engaging more closely with other local MTB groups to collaborate and bring the best riding to the region.

Local legend Edwin Nason getting in some fatbike laps at night!
Photo by Tim Clough
FANemba celebrating the new e-bike that will be used for fat
bike grooming this winter. Bobby "Big Ring" does all the work
with a small assist from the bike. Photo by Sara Thomson
Contact tclough@nemba.org for more info on
Ride with Gratitude
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It certainly was a weird summer and fall! We followed
NEMBA's guidelines and held limited gatherings which meant
there weren't many meetings, group rides or group trail work
opportunities. Even though all of that the local trails were
cleaned up early and trails rode great most of the season!
Fortunately, this fall we were finally able to break ground
on a project at Witten Woods in Ashland. This project is going
to be in coordination with Squam Lake Association and White
Mountain Trail Collective and, when complete, will include 4
miles of brand new singletrack! At this point it will include a
loop that will loop around the property and be mostly independent of the current hiking trails. It will be a great addition to
the local network when complete.
There is also a project in the works in Plymouth that
would add more beginner miles to our local network. We look
forward to more trail days in 2021!

Kevin Luce & Joe Dillier working on the new trail
at Witten Woods. Photo by Greg Knoettner
Long time Pemi Valley NEMBA member Paul Yelle working
with Yohann Hanley, Project Manager - White Mountain Trail
Collective and Joe Dillier. Photo by Greg Knoettner
Central New Hampshire NEMBA Grant Drew and others doing
bench work - it's great to bring multiple chapters to work
together!!! Photo by Greg Knoettner
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SOUTHERN NH
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NORRIE KNOTT
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As this issue goes to press, we have seen our winter in
southern NH start with some awesome snow, followed by awful
rain and unseasonably warm weather. Not to be deterred, however, we put our newly acquired Snowdog groomer to work at
Bear Brook State Park. Trail steward Josh Freed, who had never
even touched a Snowdog before it was dropped in his driveway,
threw himself into the first fatbike grooming runs ever at Bear
Brook. Due to his eagerness and commitment, a five-mile loop
from the hiker/biker lot was groomed. These trails represent a
pilot program approved by the State of NH, that may expand
to include more trails next season. Grooming also took place at
Wasserman Park, but mother nature thwarted our efforts there.
Let’s hope by the time this issue gets to you that our trails are
all covered in snow again and we were able to put the Snowdog
to good use for you again. A special thanks to all our chapter groomers. If you are interested in helping with Snowdog
grooming efforts in our chapter, you are encouraged to reach
out to chapter leadership.
In our last chapter meeting, we spent a significant amount
of time discussing a topic of great interest, gravity trails. If you
have a desire for a gravity trail in our region, NEMBA is committed to supporting you. So, if you’re aware of a parcel of land
that would make for a great trail network, find out who owns it,
get some information, and, if it looks promising, reach out to
us for help. Ideally, it’s in a town in which you reside and where
you can join, or better yet, where you already are a member
of, local government or affiliated conservation group. I recommend, if you have not already done so, to watch the movie The
Moment (2017). It shows how a visionary group of mountain
bikers in the mid-1990s, bucking the conventions of the time,
set the stage for modern mountain bike design and gravity trail
construction. Maybe watching this film will give you the motivation to identify and help develop the next fun trail network
we build in southern NH.

Josh Freed heading to Bear Brook with the SnowDog Photo by
Dan Dwyer
Fatty Train at Franklin Falls (From front: Bryan Thibideau,
Danny Antil, Deb Swanson, Paul Lavoie) Photo by Christian
Smutnick
Andrew Brock ready to ride some snow in Manchester, NH
Photo by Lisa Brock
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WHITE MOUNTAINS NH
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Steering Committee
Paula Churchill
Maryanne Dunfey
Winter has started and stopped and started again, but that
hasn’t stopped riders from enjoying this season on their fat
bikes. With freezing and thawing temperatures, it’s been tricky
to plan rides. Facebook posts show intrepid riders have found
some packed snow on Bear Notch Rd and forest service roads in
the area. Some days it’s dirt, some days snirt….
This Thanksgiving weekend, WMNEMBA saw two projects
completed. The first project was funded by a grant from
NEMBA which allowed us to buy lumber to bridge 100 feet
of the southern section of the Muffler Trail. This area floods
every spring and riders will no longer have to avoid it. Thanks
to Chris Krug who headed the project and the Kennett High
School Mountain Bike Team who helped install it. A second
project was generously completed by the “Old Spokes” group.
They built and installed a bridge to replace a single board that
bridged a gap on the Ultimate Singletrack.
Our fall survey garnered ideas for trail improvements
for the coming 2021 riding season and collected the names of
folks who would like to adopt certain trails on our system. Over
the past 20 years WMNEMBA has built over 50 miles of trails
which always need some clipping, cleaning, and general care.
Trail adopters can perform the light work and report areas of
concern for the club to schedule more formal trail work. The
focus this coming summer will be to improve wet areas, rebuild,
or redesign aging bridges and improve the quality of existing
trails. WMNEMBA will be meeting with the Forest Service and
other land managers to ensure that any plans for improvements
are allowable and to address any concerns the land managers
may have.
When life settles into the new normal, we look forward to
a fundraiser, group rides, trail work nights and a general return
to riding and maintaining our trails.

Volunteers bringing bridge sections in on Muffler Trail
Completed bridge on Muffler! Thanks to the NEMBA grant.
Old Spokes completing bridge on Ulitmate Singletrack
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RHODE ISLAND
President
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SHANNON LONARDO
Secretary
JOSEPH DUCHARME

RINEMBA remains committed to keeping our members
safe in these trying times. We look forward to the day we can all
get together and ride the trails. Until then we encourage safe trail
riding awareness and practices, as well as having fun in nature.

Woody Hill:
The trail gnomes were hard at work continuing to make
Woody Hill a great place for riders of all abilities. A 30’ tabletop
was added on Driving Miss Hazy for jump progression and just
plain fun for riders of all ages. Little Sister continues its reputation on being one of the more difficult trails around with continued additions such as a ladder ramp, dirt work on seriously steep
rollers, and ‘B’ Lines on the more treacherous sections. A favorite
trail, Naughty Nurse, had many small berms added for additional
flow and transitions into and out of corners. More berms are in
the works on other trails as well, both dirt and wooden.

Virtual Fun Ride:
RINEMBA held its first virtual fun ride in Arcadia
Management area this past November thanks to the work of
board member Amanda Resch. A fun route was planned and
rides got their maps and they were on their way. The fun ride
brought in close to $600 for the Rhode Island food bank.
Overall the event was a success and a new Fun ride model has
been added to our event planning.

New and Notable:
This past December a flurry (pun intended) of activity
brought more people to our meetings to contribute a new
energy. The chapter elected a new member to the board,
Christopher Flanagan was added as our Media Coordinator and
has started an Instagram page (@rinemba) and begun redesigning our website. We launched a “Meet the board” series on
Instagram and Facebook to give our members and the community a chance to see the faces behind the names. We also
adopted a new logo and are planning a very exciting spring DIY
Adventure Ride! Stay tuned for details.

People on our Trails:
The adaptive bike and its sign in the photo belong to Chris
Quirk. A bit of background, Chris was riding at our last Woody
Hills fun ride and was seen riding against the arrowed trail. A
member pointed this out and Chris told them he couldn’t get
over the stone wall on the trail. That didn’t sit well with one of
our members who later tracked him down and asked what he
needed to be done to make the trail work for him. A trail day
was organized to make it rideable for Chris. While the work was
being done Chris rode over a wall that had just been worked on
and tipped over. The people who were working on the wall were
concerned and went to help him get the rubber side down. He
brushed them off and righted himself. When asked what needed to be done to the wall he said it was fine, he screwed up and
took the wrong line. The photo shows improvements Chris has
made to his rig. So if you see Chris on the trail give him a wave.

New Chapter Logo
Chris Quirk @looknofeet
Owen Sassi at Woody Hill
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BUSINESS MEMBERS
$1000+ Business Members

$200+ Business Members
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards
Buchikas Ski & Bike, Salem & Nashua
Cycle Loft
D'Acres of New Hampshire
Friends of Wompatuck State Park
Legend Bicycles
Northern Lights Hearth & Sports
Orleans Cycle
Ride Headquarters
Rock Garden Rentals
Steve the Bike Guy

$100+ Business Members

$500+ Business Members

MERCHANDISE

MEMBERSHIPS,

SHOP ONLINE OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
AT NEMBA.ORG/SHOPZONE

BUTTON UPS

TEES FOR LONG WEEKEND RIDES,

Action Sports Inc
Airline Cycles
Ashland Town Forest Committee
Berman & Simmons
Busytown Bikes
Cape Cod Cycling Club
Central Maine Powersports
Claremont Cycle
Ernie's Cycle Shop
ExtremeTerrain
Freeman Ridge Bike Park
Gorham Bike & Ski
Green Woodlands Foundation
GRVL Cycling
Highland Mountain Bike Park
Last Stop Bike Shop
MeesCo Cycle
Mythic Bike Works
Norm's Ski & Bike Shop
Omni Hotels - Bretton Woods Adventure
Center
Perpetual Motion Adventures
Powder Ridge Mountain Park
Rideaway Adventures
Rose Bike
Rusty Crank
Sansoucy Stone
Sea Sports Cyclery & Outdoors
Speed and Sprocket Cycle Works
Ted's Shoe & Sport
Tri-City Sports
Wayfarer Bicycles
West Shore Coffee Bar

FOR MORE MORE FORMAL RIDES,
New England Mountain Bike Association
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